The Revelation of Sex: From around the World

What could be healthier than light-hardheartedly chuckling over our abiding impulses,
susceptibilities, and weaknesses. At some level, most of us can appreciate that many comic
utterances betray profound truths about ourselves--truths we might not be willing to look at
without their being framed humorously. But feeling amused, we may be able to recognize and
(however begrudgingly) accept that, overcome by lower instincts and desires, were quite
capable of being like that, talking like that, reacting like that. Our powerful, more animal side
can preempt our better judgment, or our higher ethical sensibilities. This is why witty sex
quotes--especially those that beguile us into laughing at ourselves--deserve our (at least)
quasi-serious attention. To maintain our psychological balance, its essential we let ourselves
smile, giggle, and maybe even break up over all the incongruities, inconsistencies, and flat-out
contradictions related to what may be our favorite pastime.
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The tenacity of Boston Globe journalists in uncovering the scandal of clerical sex abuse by a
range of experts, Rezendes also notes that over the same unleashed perhaps the most shocking
of all its revelations that year.
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